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Introduction

The teaching Material data Base has continued growing and has change the web site in order to make it more attractive, both for getting contributions and also for being visited. We can distinguish two entrances from the Euron Web, which are:

- Data Base of teaching Material
- Theseuron

Teaching material data base

An effort has been done in creating a more safe and reliable site with a new server and with an appearance more in accordance with the whole Euron web. It is now a friendlier site and we expect that having a more attractive and easy to use Data Base a significant advance can be achieved.

At present we have 4 sections:
- Educational robotics platforms
- Robotics simulators
- Videos
- Lecture presentations

We have started a new promotion by periodically encouraging people to participate by individual requests and by general messages with not only a call but with indicating the novelties. This action also helps to keep the data Base more alive and with more maintenance.

Theseuron

The Theseuron web contains a repository of Thesis that is a useful source of education material, mainly for PhD students, as it contains the recent research in robotics carried out in Europe for young researchers.

Besides the general calls, there are additional actions, such as being a condition to participate as candidate to the PhD Award to contribute to the Theseuron.
Fig. 1 New main page of the Teaching Material Data Base web

Fig. 2 Main page of the Theseuron web